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Built on the values of innovation, insight and 
integrity, 3i Infotech brings together expertise, 
experience, and learnings from across the 
spectrum to give end to end solutions that 
address client requirements.
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or over 25 years, 3i Infotech with its comprehensive IP based 
software solutions and IT services, has successfully powered 
and transformed business operations of customers globally 
in Banking, Financial Services, Insurance and Government. 

Today, 3i Infotech is a trusted name for its technology solutions. 
Product performance and dependability have been the key drivers of 
3i Infotech’s business equity. With the added facet of well-articulated 
technology services, 3i Infotech delivers end to end solutions that are 
sharp, outcome driven and aligned to customer strategy.
A strong global base of over 1200 customers in North America, EMEA 
and Asia Pacific confirms its deep understanding of global industry 
practices across sectors and its engagement with industry experts and 
regulators helps differentiate its solutions in an industry where domain 
expertise is key. With a global footprint of over 5500 employees across 
32 offices, the organization brings immediate benefits of best practices 
use and subject matter knowledge to its customers. Its ability to push 
boundaries and deliver the best there is, personifies the ethos of its 
brand line, “Limitless Excellence”. 

Co-Innovation To Enable Customers Undertake Technology-
Based Business Transformation 
Technology is now rewriting business at every stage. Co-Innovation is 
3i Infotech’s mantra to integrate business and technology to deliver 
tangible benefits to its customers. Co-Innovation, an economical and 
agile way of sifting through viable and unviable concepts, is engineered 
to be an effective offering, for faster and model-based transformation.
Integrated frameworks and accelerators, ably supported by a strong 
partner eco-system puts 3i Infotech in an affirmative position to 
provide customized solutions that meet the end to end expectations 
of modern day businesses. The Company’s robust Global Delivery 
Model provides access to a vast talent pool to offer optimal resources 
to customers. 

Expertise Across Industries
3i Infotech’s products address the entire spectrum of knowledge 
intensive industries. The products reflect 3i Infotech’s proficiency in 
understanding industry trends across various sectors. Its flagship 
products include AMLOCKTM Financial Crime Detection and 

Management Solution, Kastle® Universal Banking Solution, MFundTM 
Asset Management Solution, OrionTM Enterprise Resource Planning 
Solution and PremiaTM Core Insurance Solution. A robust capability 
in the services domain is evident through consulting services, business 
optimization services and an extensive expertise in mobility, data 
analytics, big data, testing and application development services, all of 
which come under the umbrella brand– Altiray®. The biggest advantage 
inherent in 3i Infotech’s offerings is the knowledge capital and expertise 
from across industries. 

A New Realm, Charting A New Path
3i Infotech has now consolidated its position and embarked on 
significant investments to realize its growth goals. The future needs 
to be powered by product upgrades and innovative services that will 
provide distinct advantages to customers. To enable its customers to 
leverage the latest technology solutions, the Company is investing 
in emerging technologies, be it Artificial Intelligence, Internet of 
Things, Cloud Computing or Machine Learning. Further, each of its 
business units has instituted Innovation and Research Labs where 
customer feedbacks and requirements are mined to build leading edge, 
sustainable solutions. The Company’s delivery mechanism is now 
strengthened to accelerate project completion. On the operational front, 
the Company has successfully made inroads into developed markets 
with strategic engagements.

Talent That Incessantly Seeks New Possibilities
The 3i Infotech story is incomplete without its talent. Padmanabhan 
Iyer, Managing Director and Global CEO, speaks with confidence of 
his team, “Technology has brought us to the present competitive times 
and it is only technology that can steer us out of these complex times.  
Intelligent technology is powered by resourceful talent.  At 3i Infotech, 
we ensure a culture of learning and thinking, because from there stems 
innovation. We hire people who are at ease in unstructured and tough 
environments because innovation is rarely structured.”


